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"An immense number of people are going to be helped by this book. It is one of those rare

occurrences when high scholarship is informed and guided by immense clinical experience. The

result is a learned and wonderfully readable book that is both accurate and commonsensical. This is

a seminal work." --Andrew Malcolm, M.D.
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Miller Newton has been convicted in civil court of abuse & false imprisonment. He got his "training"

in a notorious drug rehab that had its roots in a cult called the Seed. The seed was accused of the

senate of the united states of using Korean brainwashing techniques.miller Newton ran his own cult

based on these techniques called "Kids" that has caused numerous heartbreaks and shattered

families.warning to all...stay away from this type of "therapy" . Visit this link for more information. [...]

This man has just settled ANOTHER law suit with a former patient!! A few years back a former

"patient" received 4.5 million, a few months ago another one received 6.5. His record of abuse and

neglect of adolescents is frightening...if you are truly looking for help with a troubled teen...look

elsewhere. His methods are based on brainwashing techniques used on OUR KOREAN WAR

POWs and treatment modalities developed by SYNANON - A KNOWN CULT!!!!!

Miller Newton is a cult learder!! He ran one of the most inhumane drug rehabs ever. He held people



against their will and "treated" kids with no "problems" at all. He has destoyed many families to the

point that perents have not seen their own children in 10 or more years. I could not imagian any

good coming from such a wicked, twisted, egocentric, beast. Do not waste your money and if you

think you need to please go to theStaights dot com or KIDS of North Jersey first!!!

This so called "PhD." author has been convicted in a civil court of false imprisonment and abuse of

adolescents. Read if you must, but be forewarned about this author and his shaky credentials.

There is a lot available online about this defrocked priest and his controversial counselling

techniques (CULT). Research before you read!!......on the other hand, buying this book may help

the author payoff some of the millions of dollars he owes in lawsuits from former clients...

I would definitely not recommend this book. Miller Newton's views on treating children and teens are

horrible and abusive.Readers of this book should know that Miller Newton is a notorious figure that

has been accused of horrible abuses. He was successfully sued in 2000 for $4.5 million for abusing

clients at his facilities...

DO NOT READ THIS DO NOT TRUST MILLER NEWTON DO NOT BELIEVE A WORD HE

WRITES GO TO WWW.FORNITS.COM AND WWW.THESTRAIGHTS.COM FOR ALL THE LEGAL

DOCUMENTS ON MILLER NEWTON DO NOT TRUST THIS MAN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Please investigate this author. He has a very shocking past dealing with teens.
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